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VIEWPOINT

Black Swans, Mother Nature
& Money
Airlines, especially those in the US, counter that if they don’t get a
AS THE COVID-19 CORONAVIRUS sweeps across the globe, combailout, then many will have to file for bankruptcy and fire thousands
mentators and pundits have described it as a “Black Swan event”
of employees. History has shown though, that airlines in the US at
that is devastating whole economic sectors, none more so than the
least, can file what is called a Chapter 11 reorganisation and can
world’s aviation industry. Earlier comparisons to the 9/11 attacks
continue to operate while they negotiate with bondholders and other
and the 2008-2009 financial crisis pale in comparison to what the
creditors like leasing companies. Indeed, between 2002 and 2011,
industry faces now.
American, Delta, Frontier, Northwest, United and US Airways all filed
Indeed, things are so serious that the CAPA Centre for Aviation has
for Chapter 11, all of them kept flying throughout the proceedings
warned many airlines face bankruptcy by May if things don’t improve,
and all of them emerged intact although some have since merged
the International Air Transport Association (IATA) has warned most
with other airlines. Airlines in the US and elsewhere are also being
airlines have only enough cash on hand for two to three months and
criticised for using their cash during the good times to buy back their
its earlier forecast that the global industry could lose as much as
own shares to prop up the price instead of saving for the eventual
US$113 billion has already become old news with IATA now saying
rainy day that Black Swans love.
the industry needs US$200 billion or more in aid if it is to survive.
Some aid is already flowing to airlines. The Hong Kong government
Aviation is indeed in a Black Swan event, but it doesn’t completesaid it would put in place a US$128 million aid package that should
ly fit the definition. The definition of a Black Swan event is that it
help about 400 companies, including retailers,
lies outside the realm of regular expectations
mitigate the impact from the virus. The city’s
because nothing in the past can convincingly
Aviation is indeed in a
Airport Authority also said airlines will receive a
point to its possibility, it carries an extreme
full waiver on five months of charges for things
impact, and human nature makes us concoct
Black Swan event, but it
like parking and air bridge fees and a 40 perexplanations for its occurrence after the fact,
doesn’t completely
cent reduction on landing charges.
making it explainable and predictable.
The Australian government is also helping
The COVID-19 coronavirus is having a global
fit the definition.
out, saying it would refund and waive charges
negative impact not just on aviation but on any
to airlines such as domestic air traffic control
industry associated with it (airports, restaurants,
fees in a package worth US$430 million and Taiwan’s Ministry
hotels, etc.). But we’ve known for years that the world is becoming
of Transportation and Communications (MOTC) has prepared a
more and more susceptible to novel viruses as mankind continues
US$140 million budget to subsidise the landing fees and rent for
to strip away the buffers like rainforests that previously kept zoonotic
airport space and facilities the airlines pay.
diseases like COVID-19 solidly in the animal kingdom. The most recent
Finally, I usually try to find something positive when I write these
harbinger that we should have remembered more clearly was the
Viewpoint columns and I like the humorous memes and cartoons
SARS outbreak and its effects on business and air travel.
on Facebook as much as the next person. But there’s really nothing
Giving aid to airlines is a touchy subject. Those in favour of it say
funny now about the aviation industry’s current plight. People are
airlines are a vital link in the worldwide supply chain and necessary
losing money, many are losing their jobs, and thousands have died.
to get millions of people from point A to point B. And indeed they are
We can only hope this ends soon and that we’re better prepared for
vital in this globally connected world in which we live. But detractors
the next time Mother Nature throws another novel virus our way,
say any bailout of airlines should come with strings attached to
which she surely will.
benefit the flying public since it will be public money benefitting a
company. They want to make it easier and cheaper for passengers
Matt Driskill EDITOR
to change their tickets, lower baggage fees, have bigger seats and
other items that would make modern air travel more comfortable.

COVID-19 UPDATE
Who's still flying
and who's not.
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CARGO CARRIERS
Freighters keeping the
medical needs flying.

matt.driskill@asianaviation.com

FINANCE & LEASING
A look at the lessors and
viral effects on their planes.

WHEELS
AND
BRAKES
IT’S THAT SIMPLE
TPAEROSPACE.COM

Business Aviation News
HONEYWELL FORGE
PLATFORM ONLINE
Honeywell announced it has introduced its
new Forge platform for business aviation.
The programme provides an analytics platform covering connectivity, flight operations,
navigation databases and maintenance, to
help flight departments improve operational
inefficiencies. Honeywell Forge provides
business aviation customers with an integrated dashboard that sends real-time
alerts on connectivity issues and flight plan
changes. Customers can use the platform to
tap into data that helps flight departments
troubleshoot and fix issues. — MATT DRISKILL

Jet Aviation Singapore extends AOG
Jet Aviation Singapore is extending its AOG support to the broadest practical physical range
in order to help recover AOG aircraft for customers as quickly as possible. The company has
supported more than 100 AOG aircraft since 2018, including areas as far as Tahiti, the UK
and the USA. Singapore’s dedicated AOG team operates within the company’s global AOG
network. Jet Aviation has been supporting customers throughout the region for more than 40
years. A significant part of that support involves provision of ad hoc technical maintenance
and assistance to Aircraft-On-Ground (AOG) missions. Traditionally, Singapore’s AOG requests originate in countries within Asia, such as Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, China, Japan,
Vietnam, India, the Philippines and Australia. Now operating within Jet Aviation’s dedicated
global AOG team, Singapore’s AOG team increasingly supports AOG aircraft in locations
outside its region. Jet Aviation also said it has added a new Gulfstream G550 to its aircraft
management and charter fleet in EMEA and Asia, effective immediately. The G550 is based
in Switzerland and available for worldwide charter operation. It has already been added to
the company’s Aircraft Operator’s Certificate (AOC). — MATT DRISKILL

GE AVIATION INTEGRATES C-FOQA
WITH POLARIS AERO VECTOR SMS
GE Aviation announced the integration
of C-FOQA (Corporate Flight Operations
Quality Assurance) with Polaris Aero’s safety management system — Vector SMS. This
new integration with Polaris is a first of its
kind in business aviation where information
from flight data is automatically forwarded

to another safety service provider (Vector
SMS) using GE Aviation’s API (application
programming interface).C-FOQA and Vector SMS have more than 400 combined
customers today including part 91 operators, charter carriers, and other operators
of business aircraft. — MATT DRISKILL

FLIGHT OPTIONS PUSHES
CHARTERS TO HELP CUT
VIRUS RISK
Australia’s Flight Options charter company is
pushing private jet travel as a way for flyers
to avoid contracting the COVID-19 virus. The
company said private jet passengers benefit
from private terminals that are far from public
facilities and don’t have to wait in crowded
lines. Flight Options General Manager and
Head of Operations Phil Laffer said: “We are
receiving an increase in requests for aircraft
charter as people still want and need to
travel. In the current environment they are
looking for other options to fly safely without
substantial health risks. People are choosing
to charter with us because we can provide
a service the airlines cannot; our charter
customers have direct access to private
facilities and the aircraft, they step straight
on board, depart within minutes, fly directly
to their destination, step off the aircraft and
into an awaiting vehicle. All completely away
from public carparks, airline terminals and
crowds.” — MATT DRISKILL

VERTIS AVIATION LAUNCHES CARBON OFFSET PLAN
Charter company Vertis Aviation said it
is introducing a new carbon offset programme that commits to offsetting 100
percent of carbon emissions generated by
charter flights it arranges. The programme,
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named VA Footprints, ensures that customers on each charter flight, no matter
its route or distance, will have the associated greenhouse gas emissions offset
at no expense to them. Vertis will pay the

full carbon credit amount, on behalf of the
customer, to demonstrate its commitment
to a lower carbon aviation future, and the
importance it gives to the growing climate
crisis. — MATT DRISKILL

Rotor/UAV News

The New Zealand Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) grounded 21 helicopters in March
due to concerns involving engine maintenance conducted by a local maintenance
provider. The maintenance involved Rolls
Royce/Allison 250 series turbine engines,
with the affected fleet primarily comprising
Bell Jet Rangers and Hughes 500 series helicopters. The issue involved “unauthorised
drilling and grinding work done on safety-critical components within the engine
compressor section”, according to the CAA,
with the work conducted by local maintenance provider Oceania Aviation.
The CAA says the maintenance organisation is cooperating fully with the authority
and has identified 41 engines currently in
service needing to have parts repaired or replaced. The locations of these engines have
been identified as 25 in New Zealand, 13 in
Australia, two in Indonesia and one in Papua
New Guinea. The CAA says it is working with
Rolls Royce and the maintenance company
to determine the safest means of ensuring all
affected engines are returned to an airworthy
state and has issued an airworthiness directive requiring 20 compressor sections affected to be repaired within 30 days or 50 flight
hours and 21 compressor sections affected
by grinding to be immediately withdrawn
from service. Eight aircraft are subject to the
30 day/50 flight hour limit for replacement
of the compressor sector.
The maintenance organisation is prohibited from conducting further engine maintenance until a detailed safety review is
completed. — EMMA KELLY

KOPTER GAINS PRODUCTION
APPROVAL
Kopter Group has received approval from
Switzerland’s Federal Office of Civil Aviation
which allows Kopter to manufacture its light
single-engine SH09 helicopter.

KOPTER

NEW ZEALAND GROUNDS
HELICOPTERS OVER SAFETY

Leonardo looks forward to double-digit growth
as Airbus maintains market lead
Leonardo expects double-digit profitability in 2020 for its helicopter division thanks to a
strong product portfolio positioned in the growth sectors of the helicopter market, according
to the manufacturer.
The positive outlook is despite orders being down in 2019 in the civil sector, with total
orders (civil and military) down 25.2 percent. Revenues climbed, however, by 5.6 percent to
€4.03 million (US$4.2 billion) thanks to increased customer support and training business,
particularly for military and government programmes.
Leonardo says it remains on a “path to growth”, however, thanks to its restructuring and
increased competitiveness in market sectors. The manufacturer points, for example, to its
strength in the intermediate sector, as well as its presence in the light intermediate and
medium segments, thanks to its AW169, AW139 and AW189 family.
The manufacturer also entered the light helicopter sector with its acquisition of Kopter
and its SH09. “Leonardo is entering a new market segment with an innovative product,” it
says, adding that the type will be dual-use and could have military applications.
Meanwhile, Airbus Helicopters says its H125 and H145 were best-sellers in the civil market
in 2019, with sales of 130 and 91 respectively. Airbus’s total helicopter orders for 2019 — civil
and military — were 369, up from 310 the previous year, with a 55:45 percent split between
military and civil sales. — EMMA KELLY

ROSTEC DELIVERS FIRST MI-38
Russian Helicopters Holding Company has
delivered the first serial production Mi-38
helicopter to its client Gazprombank Leasing. The
helicopter will be operated by Russian Helicopter
Systems in a business class transportation role,
carrying up to 10 people.

VOLOCOPTER RAISES
US$92.8 MILLION
Global logistics company DB Schenker, Mitsui
Sumitomo Insurance Group, MS&AD Ventures
and TransLink Capital have become the
latest investors in urban air mobility pioneer
Volocopter.
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MRO News

SAFRAN

HAECO LANDING GEAR
SERVICES ADDS 787
CAPABILITY

Lufthansa Technik and Safran Landing
Systems to partner on landing gear MRO
Lufthansa Technik and Safran Landing Systems (SLS) announced a new partnership in
March for MRO for A380 landing gear services. The agreement will combine their respective areas of A380 landing gear MRO expertise at the Safran facility in Singapore and the
Lufthansa Technik (LHT) facility in London to cover all aspects of the A380’s landing gear.
The announcement says that the agreement will provide airlines with a single point of
contact throughout the commercial and industrial chain and that the airlines will be able to
send their landing gear assemblies to either of the partners.
SLS Executive Vice President MRO Division Bruno Chiarelli said: “We are proud to team
up with Lufthansa Technik to offer our customers the best solutions in terms of competitiveness and logistics and they will benefit from the combined expertise of an OEM/MRO and
a ‘nose to tail’ MRO service provider, both world-class in their field.” Sandra Eckstein, vice
president Aircraft Systems at LHT said: “This far-reaching partnership with Safran Landing
systems enables us to offer a complete MRO landing gear service portfolio for the A380. Our
customers will benefit from their combined expertise, with Lufthansa Technik also contributing our comprehensive A380 main landing gear support capabilities.” — MICHAEL DORAN

AVIAGE SECURES AVIONICS CONTRACT
FROM HAINAN AIRLINES
Aviage, a joint venture between General
Electric Company (GE) and the Aviation
Industry Corporation of China (AVIC) announced in March it had signed a three
year avionics MRO service contract with
Hainan Airlines for Boeing 787 integrated
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modular avionics components. This is the
first collaboration between Hainan Airlines
and Aviage, who are probably more widely
known for providing the integrated avionics
to the COMAC C919 aircraft programme. —
MICHAEL DORAN

HAECO Landing Gear Services, a member
of the Hong Kong Aircraft Engineering Company Group (HAECO), announced it had
attained Boeing 787 landing gear overhaul
capability, providing support for the fast-approaching landing gear overhauls due on regional and international 787 fleets. HAECO
says that this new development reinforces
its position as a leader in the landing gear
MRO industry, upholding the highest standards of engineering and quality to meet and
exceed the expectations of its customers.
The 787 capability adds to HAECO Landing
Gear Services existing MRO capabilities for
Boeing 737, 747, 757, 767 and 777, and Embraer E190/E195 aircraft. — MICHAEL DORAN

SIA ENGINEERING ADDING
JOINT VENTURES IN KOREA
AND MALAYSIA
SIA Engineering Company (SIAEC) has
announced the purchase of a 49 percent
stake in Pos Aviation Engineering Services
(PAES), a subsidiary of Pos Aviation Sdn
Bhd of Malaysia. PAES has operations at
Kuala Lumpur International Airport and nine
other stations in Malaysia, complementing
SIAEC’s existing network of line maintenance international stations which will now
grow to 46 airports in nine countries.
SIAEC has also entered into a joint venture with Air Innovation Korea (AIK) to form
a line maintenance venture based in the
Republic of Korea. This partnership supplements the Aero-K Airlines (Aero-K) A320
fleet inventory Technical Management Programme where SIAEC will support the airline for component pooling as well as repair
and overhaul management services, due to
commence in March. The services will be
provided for a period of six years covering
both A320ceo and A320neo aircraft. Aero-K,
a wholly owned subsidiary of AIK, plans to
operate from a base at Cheongju International Airport. — MICHAEL DORAN

Interiors News
Molon Labe seeks funding
for wheelchair solution

MOLON LABS

Innovative aircraft seat designer Molon Labe Seating has
launched a GoFundMe campaign to crowdfund a new airline
seat that will allow passengers of restricted mobility (PRM) to
use their own wheelchairs onboard. Based on the company’s
Side-Slip Seat, the design modifies a standard Economy Class
triple seat to a very wide double seat. The seat can be used as a
normal economy class seat, but in PRM mode the aisle seat will
slide over to the window seat and lock in place. This will provide
36 inches of space to secure a manual or powered wheelchair,
using the standard Q-Straint wheelchair docking system currently used on buses and trains. — EMMA KELLY

ECONOMY SLEEPER SEAT CONCEPTS ABOUND
Air New Zealand, Dutch engineering and
consultancy firm ADSE and US design
agency Zephyr Aerospace are all proposing new sleeper seat concepts for Economy
Class. Air New Zealand has filed patent and
trademark applications for the Economy
Skynest, which is the result of three years
of research and development.
Economy Skynest comprises six fulllength, lie-flat sleep pods to be located in
the Economy cabin. The pods measure in
excess of 200cm in length and in excess
of 58cm in width at the shoulders. Each
pod would include a full-size pillow, sheets

and blanket, ear plugs, privacy curtains and
lighting designed to support sleep.
Meanwhile, Dutch engineering firm ADSE
has developed the Economy Sky-Dream
concept as a long-haul Economy Class
sleeping solution. The concept delivers a
full lie-flat experience through a bunk-bed
concept. The design makes optimal use of
the height in the middle of the aircraft, with
central overhead bins removed to create
the vertical space for a three person lie-flat
bunk bed.
During taxi, take-off, cabin service and
landing, passengers would sit opposite each

other in club seating configuration. The middle bed would be pulled down during cruise
to make room for three equally spaced beds
in bunk bed configuration.
US design agency Zephyr Aerospace’s
Zephyr Seat upgrades Premium Economy
seating on a widebody with a lie-flat bed
with aisle access and privacy for each passenger in a double-decker configuration. A
drop-down cover for the footwell increases
the personal space in each seat, allowing
multiple lie-flat positions. Upper access is
via a telescopic ladder which can be retracted after boarding. — EMMA KELLY

VISTARA READIES TO LAUNCH CONNECTIVITY
Indian carrier Vistara is readying to launch
in-flight connectivity services following the
long-awaited approval for services by the
Indian government and the delivery of the
carrier’s first Boeing 787-9 equipped with
Panasonic connectivity. This would make
Vistara the first Indian airline to offer in-flight
connectivity.
Meanwhile, existing connectivity customers of Panasonic have started offering
in-flight services over India for the first
time following the government’s move and
Panasonic’s agreement with Indian company Nelco to provide satellite connectivity
services in Indian airspace.

Vistara took delivery of its first Boeing
787-9 equipped with Panasonic Wi-Fi in
early March. The airline is equipping all six
of its new 787-9s with Panasonic in-flight
entertainment and connectivity, with all six
to join the fleet by May 2021. The airline is
also equipping its new Airbus A321neo fleet.
The airline plans to offer connectivity on
all of its international flights operated by the
787-9 and A321neo, declining to disclose
routes or pricing.
Vistara’s plans are made possible thanks to
the Indian government’s decision on 29 February to amend its rules to support in-flight
connectivity, as long as the pilot in command

allows the service and certification of the
aircraft system. Airlines and in-flight connectivity service providers have been awaiting
the approval for many years, with the Department of Telecommunications changing
its rules in 2018 and the Indian government
completing the draft amendment last year.
Panasonic’s partnership with Nelco allows it to offer in-flight connectivity services
in Indian airspace under Nelco’s licence,
becoming the first service provider to do so.
Over India, service is provided by the GSAT
14 satellite, with over 700 aircraft from 30
airlines now able to use GSAT 14 over the
country. — EMMA KELLY
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People on the Move
AAR has named H. John
Gilbertson to its board of
directors. Gilbertson is a
retired managing director
of Goldman Sachs Group.

has joined the company’s Strategic
Advisory Board. The company also said
former astronaut Frank Culbertson has
joined the company as a strategic advisor.
CALC announced the
appointment of Jon Howey
as the group’s senior vice
president for Global
Aviation Risk Management.

AIRBUS HELICOPTERS
has appointed Thomas
Hundt as executive vice
president for finance and a
member of the Executive
Committee of Airbus Helicopters.

CHIKAGE MYOSHI

SUSAN DONIZ

HEIDI CAPOZZI

BOEING has named Susan Doniz as the
company’s chief information officer and
senior vice president of Information
Technology & Data Analytics. In this role,
Doniz, 50, will oversee all aspects of
information technology, information
security, data and analytics. Heidi
Capozzi, senior vice president of Human
Resources, will depart the company in
early April to pursue another opportunity.
Wendy Livingston, currently vice
president, Corporate Human Resources,
will replace Capozzi on an interim basis.
Boeing also announced that board
member Nikki Haley has quit over her
objection to the company’s attempt to
secure a federal government bailout
totalling US$60 billion.

CASSIE LEE

CHRYSANTHE
GUSSIS

FRANK
CULBERTSON

BYE AEROSPACE announced that Cassie
Kloberdanz Lee has joined the company
as a strategic advisor. Chrysanthe Gussis
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GUY GRATTON

CRANFIELD UNIVERSITY has named
Chikage Myoshi as associate professor
in Environment Systems for Aerospace
and Guy Gratton as associate professor in
Aviation and the Environment.
FARNBOROUGH
AIRPORT announced that
Richard Wittels has been
named business
development manager.
Wittels brings to this position over 14 years
of experience in the business aviation
industry through his work at TAG Aviation.
Aviation data provider IBA
GROUP has named Ian
Beaumont as CEO and
said former CEO Phil
Seymour will continue to
serve as the company’s president.
Beaumont is the former founder and CEO
of Matrix Solutions.
JET MAINTENANCE
SOLUTIONS has named
Vytis Zalimas assigned as
the new CEO. Zalimas has
been leading and
transforming different sales and customer

care teams for more than 12 years at ICT,
banking and aviation industries.
LOCKHEED MARTIN has
named James Taiclet as
president and CEO. Taiclet
will continue to serve as a
member of the
corporation’s board, which he joined in
2018. He has served as chairman, president
and CEO of American Tower Corporation
since 2004 and CEO since 2003.
Hong Kong-based
METROJET has named
Justin Liu as regional sales
manager of MRO. Liu will
work with the Hong Kong
and Clark MRO teams to develop sales
strategies and increase Metrojet’s market
growth in the region.
SABRE said it has
appointed Otto Gergye as
vice president and regional
general manager for North
Asia, Travel Solutions
Airline Sales. He will be responsible for
Sabre’s airline operations in North Asia.
Kevin Ducksbury has been
named the new chairman
of THE AIR CHARTER
ASSOCIATION,
succeeding Nick Weston
of Weston Aviation. Ducksbury is the first
appointed chairman since the
association’s rebrand in 2019.
UNIVERSAL AVIONICS
has named Don Milum as
US senior sales manager
based in Kansas City,
Missouri and in his new
role, will oversee the company’s sales
team as well as the authorised dealer and
integrator network in the US.

Industry News
ASIA-PACIFIC AND MIDDLE
EAST AIRPORTS TOP ACI’S
SERVICE AWARDS
Airports in the Asia-Pacific region and the
Middle East took top honours at the Airport
Service Quality (ASQ) Awards. Singapore’s
Changi Airport remained consistent in
achieving multiple awards. Oman Airports
Management Company dominated the
Middle East’s success with four 2019 ASQ
Awards. Other consistent winners include
Beijing Capital International Airport, Delhi’s
Indira Gandhi International Airport, Mumbai’s
Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport, and
Shanghai Pudong International Airport. First
time recipients include Mangalore Airport
(Mangalore, India) and Supadio Airport (Pontianak, Indonesia). — MATT DRISKILL

BOC AVIATION SIGNS DEAL
WITH AMERICAN
BOC Aviation said it has signed an agreement with American Airlines for the lease
of 22 new Boeing 787-8 aircraft. The aircraft are powered by General Electric GEnx
engines, and are scheduled for delivery in
2020 and 2021. Robert Martin, managing
director and CEO of BOC Aviation, said:
“We are excited to welcome American as a
new customer to BOC Aviation, and to celebrate a new milestone, as this transaction
becomes the largest lease commitment in
our history.” — MATT DRISKILL

Boeing criticised in MAX report
and FAA wants MAX wires fixed
Authorities in Ethiopia released a report on the March 2019 crash of a Boeing 737 MAX jet
that killed 157 people on board and laid the blame squarely on the design of the plane and
the MCAS software system that was also implicated in a fatal crash in Indonesia. Together
the two crashes killed a total of 346 people and led to the grounding of Boeing’s then-bestselling jet, led to the ouster of Dennis Muilenburg as CEO and have cost or will cost Boeing
at least US$18 billion in lost sales and compensation paid to airlines that cannot fly the MAX
or have not received the MAX planes they ordered by the thousands. A plan by Boeing to
leave in place wiring bundles in the 737 MAX won’t be approved by the FAA, according to
a Reuters report from the US. Boeing had earlier told the FAA it did not believe there was a
need to move or separate the wiring bundles, but US officials have said the bundles present
a threat to the safety of the aircraft if they short-circuited. A US Congressional committee
investigating Boeing also was released in March and said Boeing fostered a “culture of
concealment” and was so focussed on cutting costs and rushing to meet schedules that it
“jeopardised the safety of the flying public”. — MATT DRISKILL

LONGVIEW AVIATION CAPITAL ANNOUNCES
TEMPORARY SUSPENSION OF PRODUCTION
Longview Aviation Capital, parent company of De Havilland Aircraft of Canada and
Viking Air, announced the immediate suspension of manufacturing operations for
new production Dash 8-400 aircraft at De
Havilland’s Downsview facility in Toronto,
and new production Series 400 Twin Otter
aircraft at Viking’s facilities in Victoria, BC
and Calgary, Alberta.
Production on these aircraft will be
paused until further notice. Approximately

800 employees or 65 percent of De Havilland’s current workforce, and 180 employees or 40 percent of Viking current
workforce will be affected. The suspension
applies only to new aircraft production.
Both De Havilland and Viking will continue
to provide full product support and technical services to all in-service De Havilland and Viking aircraft. All other Longview
business activities will continue as usual.

BOEING JOINS UK DIGITAL AVIATION RESEARCH PROJECT
Boeing has joined the Digital Aviation Research
and Technology Centre (DARTeC), due to
become operational this summer at Cranfield
University. The centre is spearheading the UK’s
research into digital aviation technology and
will include an experimental airport terminal
and a ‘hangar of the future’, fully instrumented
for advanced digital maintenance repair and
operations.

— MATT DRISKIL
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SATS BUYS UK COMPANY
Singapore aviation catering company SATS
said it has acquired UK-based aviation food
company Monty ’s Bakehouse for S$48.4
million (US$34.7 million). The acquisition
means Monty’s becomes a wholly owned
subsidiary of SATS Investments. The acquisition combines SATS and its food business
with the product and packaging expertise
of Monty’s and SATS said in announcing
the acquisition that customers across Asia
“will benefit from the sustainably-packaged,
handheld snacks that Monty’s Bakehouse
has been providing to a growing roster of
premium airlines and other customer segments across the world”. SATS and Monty’s
Bakehouse said they will establish an “innovation centre” in Singapore to test food
products for the aviation sector and they
two will also work to develop sustainable
food packaging that reduce cost, waste, and
“logistical complexities using minimal plastics, to fulfil its 2030 goal of adopting sustainable food packaging”. — MATT DRISKILL

EHang posts loss for 2019 but upbeat on future
China’s autonomous aerial vehicle (AAV)
maker EHang reported a net loss for the
year 2019 but remained upbeat on the
company’s future. The company reported
its net loss at RMB48.0 million (US$6.9
million), a decrease of 40.4 percent from
RMB80.5 million in 2018. Total revenues
were RMB121.8 million (US$17.5 million),
an increase of 83.2 percent from RMB66.5
million in 2018. Revenues from air mobility
solutions were RMB85.9 million (US$12.3
million). Sales of the passenger-grade
AAVs reached 61 units in 2019, compared
with only three units in 2018.
The company also successfully completed its initial public offering (IPO) of its
American depositary shares on the Nasdaq
Global Market in December and became
the world’s first publicly traded Urban Air
Mobility (UAM) company. EHang carried
out trial or demo flights (including passenger-carrying flights) in 15 cities across China
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and Europe in 2019 to showcase the UAM
applications. These cities include Guangzhou, Taizhou, Suzhou, Hangzhou, Chongqing, Yantai, Shenyang, Changchun, Dalian,
Harbin, Shijiazhuang, Yangjiang, Turpan and
Kashgar in China and Vienna in Europe.
EHang established partnerships on UAM
with city governments in China and Europe
in 2019, including Guangzhou in China and
Linz in Austria. The company expects to
establish more city partnerships in 2020 to
expand its UAM footprint globally. In October 2019, the company signed an agreement to establish a command-and-control
centre for unmanned aerial system traffic
management (UTM) at Heydar Aliyev International Airport in Baku, Azerbaijan. Under
a strategic partnership with Vodafone established in October 2019, Vodafone will
provide 5G connectivity to EHang AAVs
for UAM applications in Europe and the
parties will cooperate in the development

of a UAM ecosystem in Europe.
Huazhi Hu, EHang’s founder, chairman
and CEO, said the company was experiencing some problems with the COVID-19
virus as much of the aviation world is. “Our
business is experiencing some short-term
turbulence from the COVID-19 outbreak.
These include absence and late return of
frontline workers, delayed fulfilment across
our supply chain, and the short-term disruption on some of our customers’ industries such as tourism. However, this has
also created new opportunities for us to
explore, such as emergency delivery and
rescue. We are confident in the long-term
growth and robustness of our business. We
are very optimistic about the future of the
global UAM industry, which is expected to
reach US$1.5 trillion by 2040 according to
Morgan Stanley. We are confident that we
will keep our leadership in this promising
industry.” — MATT DRISKILL

AIRASIA SAYS FERNANDES
BACK IN AFTER REPORT
ON BRIBERY ALLEGATIONS
Malaysian low-cost carrier AirAsia said
it has conducted a full investigation into
allegations of wrongdoing by founder Tony
Fernandes and said the charges that aircraft
procurement by AirAsia from Airbus were
incorrect and all plane purchases were within
the company’s guidelines. “The process
was complied with and AirAsia’s aircraft
acquisition was justifiable and at prices
favourable to AirAsia”, the company said.

SPACEJET FLIGHT TEST VEHICLE 10 MAKES MAIDEN FLIGHT
Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation, an MHI
Group company, announced on 18 March
that it completed the maiden flight of Flight
Test Vehicle 10 (FTV10), the first Mitsubishi
SpaceJet M90 in final, certifiable baseline
configuration.
FTV10 took off at 14:53 (JST) from the
Prefectural Nagoya Airport and conducted
basic aircraft performance tests in normal operating conditions over the Pacific
Ocean. After approximately two hours of
flight, the aircraft returned to Nagoya at
16:40 (JST).
With the completion of FTV10’s first flight,
Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation is prepared
to enter the final phase of certification flight
testing for the SpaceJet M90, the first commercial jet manufactured in Japan.
“I am very pleased that FTV10, which was
handed over from Mitsubishi Heavy Industries in January this year, successfully conducted its first flight today,” said Hisakazu
Mizutani, president of Mitsubishi Aircraft. “I
would like to express my deepest gratitude
to all those who are continuously supporting
the programme. We are excited for this latest step in the certification of the Mitsubishi
SpaceJet M90.”
“Today’s announcement is especially encouraging, as it marks the start of certification flight testing for the first SpaceJet M90
in final, certifiable configuration,” added
Alex Bellamy, Mitsubishi Aircraft’s chief development officer. “We are all proud of this

latest accomplishment, which reflects the
hard work of a dedicated team, the culmination of an organisational transformation
and all of the engineering changes made
since 2016. We look forward to continuing
our progress toward commercial certification of the M90 program.”
In coming weeks Mitsubishi Aircraft plans
to continue flight tests on FTV10 in Nagoya, as well as prepare for the ferry flight to
Moses Lake Flight Test Centre (MFC) to join
the remainder of the Mitsubishi SpaceJet
M90 test fleet for the final phase of type
certification flight test.
Mitsubishi Aircraft also announced it has
restructured its company and named new
members of the board. Keisuke Masutani,
currently senior vice president, will move
to the position of director of the board. In
this role, he will oversee the governance of
the global Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation
organisation by assisting the new president,
Takaoki Niwa.
Hiroyuki Tatsuoka, also currently a senior
vice president, will move to the position of
director of the board to assist on development and engineering. The two new board
members are Hitoshi Kaguchi, currently senior
vice president of Mitsubishi Heavy Industries,
and Hiroyoshi Kodama, currently director of a
financial management department at Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, will become a part-time
statutory auditor of Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation. — MATT DRISKILL

CESSNA SKYCOURIER TAKES
NEXT STEP WITH GROUND
ENGINE TESTS
Textron Aviation announced in late March
that it has successfully completed initial
ground engine tests on the prototype Cessna SkyCourier twin utility turboprop featuring Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-65SC
engines. These ground engine tests verified the functionality of the fuel system and
engines, as well as the interface with the
avionics and electrical systems. The Cessna
SkyCourier programme continues to advance with assembly of the prototype and
additional five flight and ground test articles. The tail was installed to the fuselage in
early February 2020. Power to the aircraft’s
electrical system was turned on in January,
and the wings were successfully mated to
the fuselage in December 2019. The Cessna
SkyCourier will be offered in various configurations including a 6,000-pound payload
capable freighter, a 19-seat passenger version or a mixed passenger/freight combination, all based on the common platform.
The Cessna SkyCourier is designed for
high utilisation and will feature the Garmin
G1000 NXi avionics suite and both freighter and passenger variants of the Cessna
SkyCourier will offer single-point pressure
refuelling to enable faster turnarounds.
— MATT DRISKILL
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Hainan Airlines expected to survive
The conglomerate behind Hainan Airlines,
once a respected pioneer among China’s
privately-owned carriers, is ceding a measure of control to state agencies so it can
ease debts that have mounted since 2017
and worsened under the COVID-19 outbreak’s impact on civil aviation.
The eventual retrenchment of the parent
company HNA Group will herald changes in
routes and Hainan Airlines to make the most
of a known brand name while cutting back
the group’s stake in smaller domestic carriers, analysts forecast. They say the changes
will become clear when civil aviation itself
rebounds again in Asia following the COVID-19 coronavirus outbreak that has halted
thousands of flights since February.
“Overall, I think this airline was a good
airline, so if the management or the shareholders can put their energy back into the
Hainan Airlines core business and restructure the routes and look at the potential
needs and manage the financing better I
think it will be good for this airline,” said
Joanna Lu, Hong Kong-based head of consultancy for Asia with the advisory firm Ascend by Cirium. “The coronavirus impact is
huge, and smaller airlines or airlines that
lack cash flow or not managed very well,
they will collapse,” Lu said.
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Hainan Airlines will probably end routes
that are losing money, said John Grant, senior analyst with the British aviation intelligence firm OAG. “ The network may see
some adjustments and there are certainly
international markets that were struggling
before the restructuring and some of those
may see adjustment, particularly if those
markets are less than daily service and perhaps connectivity via a major hub was a
viable alternate,” Grant said.
A working group led by the Hainan provincial government and including the Civil
Aviation Administration of China (CAAC)
has formed to sort out the conglomerate’s
mounting debt, the conglomerate said in
February. Debt is estimated in the tens of
billions of US dollars.
The group is best known for Hainan Airlines but counts 17 other Chinese airlines as
subsidiaries and has stakes in two additional ones, according to market research group
CAPA Centre for Aviation. The group owns
property and runs airports as well.
The company was founded in 1989 in the
southern Chinese province of Hainan. Hainan Airlines operates out of Haikou Meilan International Airport in the same province. The
carrier gained fame in China in the 1990s as
the country’s first privately-owned airline in

a market that remains dominated by three
state-owned carriers: Air China, China Eastern Airlines and China Southern Airlines.
Hainan Airlines had an 8 percent China
market share as of 2018. It aggressively expanded its international routes in 2015 and
2016 by using its edge as a private carrier to
make relatively quick business decisions. It
opened, for example, an unlikely route between Beijing and the American gambling
hub Las Vegas.
The airline had become China’s fourth-largest carrier after the state-owned giants with
800 routes covering about 200 cities, served
by 1,250 planes. It was flying 77.4 million passengers per year as of 2016.
The working group announced in February will accelerate divestment of HNA equity
and “noncore” assets to help repay debt and
seek more support from Chinese financial
institutions, Moody’s Investors Service said
in a March research note. Assets for sale
could include stakes in the smaller domestic
airlines, Lu said.
Hainan Airlines itself is unlikely to be
sold off or disbanded, analysts suggest.
“The airline clearly has scale and a place in
the Chinese government’s thinking and future plans,” Lu said. “Otherwise they would
have used the current (COVID-19) situation
as an opportunity to close the company
down.” — RALPH JENNINGS

For all the latest news
on the Asian aviation industry
and events currently affecting
everyone in the aerospace world,
check out the daily updates at

asianaviation.com
Map image courtesy coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html

Apocalypse now
The global aviation industry is facing an existential crisis caused by a tiny
coronavirus invisible to the naked eye called COVID-19. The virus has swept
across the planet, killing tens of thousands and laying waste to international
air traffic as countries shut their borders. Matt Driskill reviews where the
industry stands now and the plans to keep it alive.
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◀ Airlines around the world are grounding their fleets as international
travel grinds to a virtual halt.

The airline industry faces its gravest
crisis. Within a matter of a few weeks, our
previous worst-case scenario is looking
better than our latest estimates.

SHUTTERSTOCK

ALEXANDRE DE JUNIAC, IATA

AIRLINES, AIRPORTS, CATERERS, FLIGHT CREWS, MANUFACTURERS, YOU NAME IT and all have been affected by the
global spread of the COVID-19 virus. What had been predicted to
be a fairly profitable year for airlines has now turned into a crisis,
according to the International Air Transport Association (IATA).
When IATA Director General Alexandre de Juniac forecast in December 2019 that airlines could look forward to a profitable year of
US$25.9 billion overall, the virus was erupting in China and would

soon spread globally. Just two months later de Juniac would report
the industry was looking at US$30 billion in lost revenue, followed
by an updated report in early March airlines could see losses of up
to US$113 billion in an “extended scenario” of viral infections. In late
March that figured was raised to US$252 billion and IATA said the
global aviation industry would need US$200 billion in aid if it was
to survive. IATA said on 31 March the industry could “burn through”
cash reserves of US$61 billion in the second quarter alone and the
industry could lose US$39 billion in the same quarter.
Add to that, IATA said on the 31 March conference call, airlines
globally face a bill of US$35 billion in tickets that were sold but have
been unused due mass cancellations of flights globally. IATA’s de
Juniac said this was an “immense amount of money to refund and
some governments have approved the use of vouchers instead of
refunds. I’m totally conscious of the inconvenience to passengers
but for us it’s a matter of survival.”
IATA and other aviation trade groups and representatives like Airports Council International (ACI) and the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO), warned that part of the problem affecting the
industry were shutdowns of international borders by governments
“overreacting” to the spread of the virus, saying World Health Organisation (WHO) recommendations were to keep the planes flying
to facilitate the distribution of aid and medical professionals. Those
pleas fell on deaf ears as countries first barred international flights
from China, then from Europe to the US, and as of the end of March
many countries had closed their borders to “foreigners” coming from
any country that had a viral outbreak and were enforcing minimum
14-day quarantines on arrivals.
“The airline industry faces its gravest crisis. Within a matter of
a few weeks, our previous worst-case scenario is looking better
than our latest estimates. But without immediate government relief
measures, there will not be an industry left standing. Airlines need
US$200 billion in liquidity support simply to make it through. Some
governments have already stepped forward, but many more need
to follow suit,” said de Juniac. “Airlines are fighting for survival in
every corner of the world. Travel restrictions and evaporating demand mean that, aside from cargo, there is almost no passenger
business. For airlines, it’s apocalypse now. And there is a small and
shrinking window for governments to provide a lifeline of financial
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support to prevent a liquidity crisis from shuttering the industry,”
said de Juniac.
The outbreak of the virus has caused all sectors of aviation to cut
costs, raise cash, furlough employees or fire them altogether, and
look for ways large and small to bolster their finances.
The first place airlines started was in cutting international flights
because the demand was not there as people were scared to fly and
because of border closings. In Asia, Cathay Pacific has grounded
much of its fleet, Qantas and its Jetstar unit no longer fly any international routes and have grounded most or all of their widebody
planes and Singapore Airlines has gutted its capacity by 96 percent
and was forced to raise more than US$10 billion in shares and bonds
to keep the airline afloat.
In announcing his airline’s moves, Qantas CEO Alan Joyce said
the company would “stand down” two-thirds of its 30,000 employ-

The virtual halt in all international
passenger traffic is unprecedented and is
putting severe pressure on all airlines.

SHUTTERSTOCK

BRENDAN SOBIE

▲ Some airlines have cut capacity by up to 96 percent to survive.
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ees until at least the end of May because “sadly there’s no work for
most of our people…This is a very hard set of circumstances for our
people, as it is for lots of parts of the community right now. No airline in the world is immune to this, with the world’s leading carriers
making deep cuts to flying schedules and jobs. Our strong balance
sheet means we’ve entered this crisis in better shape than most and
we’re taking action to make sure we can ride this out.”
IATA is not the only organisation warning about the future of the
airline industry. The CAPA Centre for Aviation warned in March that
most airlines worldwide faced bankruptcy by May if governments
did not step in with aid.
Aviation analyst Brendan Sobie told Asian Aviation that “the outlook as you know is bleak. I’m sure you saw the IATA figures predicting 37 percent decline in RPKs for Asia-Pacific airlines this year
and US$88 billion reduction in revenues compared to 2019. February
already saw a sharp decline in passenger numbers and revenue.
“The domestic China market has started recovering in March but
otherwise passenger demand has declined further in Asia-Pacific
and we will see an even sharper drop in April,” Sobie said. “Airlines
are trying to cut costs and will need government support to help get
through this unprecedented crisis. The virtual halt in all international
passenger traffic is unprecedented and is putting severe pressure
on all airlines. Some aircraft delivery delays are possible subject to
negotiations with the manufacturers and leasing companies. Airlines
are also using unencumbered aircraft to raise new capital.”
Some governments have already stepped in with aid packages,
including:
— Australia has announced an A$715 million (US$430 million)
aid package comprising refunds and forward waivers on fuel
taxes, and domestic air navigation and regional aviation security
charges;
— Brazil is allowing airlines to postpone payments of air navigation
and airport fees;
— China has introduced a number of measures, including
reductions in landing, parking and air navigation charges as
well as subsidies for airlines that continue to mount flights to
the country;
— The Hong Kong Airport Authority (HKAA), with government
support, is providing a total relief package valued at HK$1.6
billion (US$206 million) for the airport community including
waivers on airport and air navigation fees and charges, and
certain licensing fees, rent reductions for aviation services
providers and other measures;
— New Zealand’s government will open a NZ$900 million (US$580
million) loan facility to the national carrier as well as an
additional NZ$600 million relief package for the aviation sector;
— Norway’s government is providing a conditional state loanguarantee for its aviation industry totalling NKr6 billion (US$533
million);
— Qatar’s Minister of Finance has issued a statement of support
for the national carrier;
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— Singapore has undertaken relief measures valued at S$112
million (US$82 million) including rebates on airport charges,
assistance to ground handling agents, and rental rebates at
Changi Airport;
— Sweden and Denmark announced US$300 million in state loan
guarantees for the national carrier.
The United States has approved an aid package for aviation
worth about US$58 billion to cover wages for about 750,000 people
employed in the aviation industry. The plan restricts the companies
that receive it from using it to buy back their own stock and no
employees can be laid off or changes made to collective bargaining agreements. About US$25 billion in loans and loan guarantees
go to passenger airlines and an additional US$25 billion goes to
grants to pay workers through September. Cargo air carriers have
been allotted US$8 billion in relief funds. A list of companies critical
to maintaining national security will receive US$17 billion in loans.

Airports suffering as well
While airlines get a lot of attention in the press, the airports they
serve are in dire need of help because when planes are grounded
and passengers stay home, airports lose millions of dollars in revenue from aeronautical and non-aeronautical sources. In the former
it’s lost parking fees and landing fees and in the latter it’s revenue
from carparks and food and beverage revenues inside the terminals.
The Asia-Pacific arm of Airports Council International said in
late March that governments in the region and in the Middle East
need to “swiftly implement relief measures to safeguard airport
employment and connectivity”. The alarm bell was ringing because
ACI data showed airports in Asia-Pacific could lose US$23.9 billion
and those in the Middle East could lose US$5.7 billion. A prolonged
outbreak may result in a traffic volume loss in the range of 1.5 billion
passengers for the Asia-Pacific region, the trade group said.
ACI estimates place the first quarter loss in Asia-Pacific in the
range of US$5.6 billion, almost double earlier estimates, a large
portion of which comes from the contraction in traffic as well as
non-aeronautical revenue. The impact on the Middle East will generate a loss of approximately US$1 billion for the first quarter and at
least double for the full year.
“The updated analysis paints an extremely challenging picture
for our airport members who have already burnt through about 10
percent of total yearly revenues in just three months. Every passenger lost by an airline is equally a passenger lost by an airport,”
said Stefano Baronci, director general of ACI Asia-Pacific. “Relief
measures are needed now for the sake of the entire aviation sector’s
resilience to save jobs and allow economic recovery.”
Analysis of preliminary weekly passenger data from January to the
middle of March at 12 major hubs in Asia-Pacific handling around 22
percent of traffic in the region, shows the increasing traffic deterioration, culminating in an average decrease in traffic by more than 80
percent by the second week of March compared to the same period
in 2019, according to ACI.

▲ Airports in Asia and globally are enforcing social distancing
measures to slow the spread of the virus.
The trade group is calling on governments to implement several
measures including:
— Alleviate airport slots usage requirements until the end of June
2020;
— Offer tax relief for the aviation sector including suspension or
deferment of social security contributions as well as corporate
and other taxes;
— Suspend or defer airport operators’ concession fees to
governments;
— Protect airport revenues to finance operations, and bear high
fixed costs;
— Government financial assistance in the form of subsidies
to safeguard the ability of airport operators to contribute
to economic growth and employment by ensuring current
and future strategic investment in capacity, digitalisation,
accessibility and sustainability.
For now, as of the end of March, the entire aviation industry is
simply trying to figure out its next steps and hoping, as the rest of the
world is, that a quick end to the virus comes soon. China domestic
traffic is reportedly making a comeback, but elsewhere in Asia, there
are so many planes grounded that parking space is at a premium.
There’s no doubt aviation will recover once the virus is subdued, but
in what form or shape it emerges is the question. Will LCCs be able
to recover or will the larger, legacy carriers regain their top spots with
support from national governments? That, as the TV commentators
always seem to say, remains to be seen. 
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MRO disruptions
to continue
Brisbane hosted the inaugural Australasian MRO conference in March with
organisers breathing a sigh of relief to see it well attended, although numbers
were down around 30 percent due to COVID-19. Michael Doran was there.
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◀ Andrew Sanderson says Australian MROs have to get better at
THE MORE CONTENTIOUS ISSUES raised by speakers covered
collaborating with OEMs.
the need for multi-agency certifications, lack of available MRO opportunities, the ageing workforce and the general dearth of MRO
▼ Paul Crawford says that shorter turnaround time for base
activity in Australasia.
maintenance is a key competitive advantage for Qantas Engineering.
Aviation Week Network Managing Director Asia-Pacific Paul
Burton said that aviation is well used to dealing with unexpected
be technology-driven, efficiency-focussed, OEM-integrated and driven
disruptions, but he forecasts that it will continue on its long-term
by speed and execution, not by size. “Infrastructure has to be built
growth pattern.
for the way things are done today, not how they were done 20 years
“It’s important to realise that the aviation industry has been a
ago,” he says. “It has to be designed to help you do things better and
long-term growth market but it’s one subject to short-term trends,”
faster so you can reduce the total cost to the customer. For line mainhe said. “In Asia-Pacific the economic factors underpinning this
tenance I see no reason why all incoming traffic into Australia cannot
include vibrant GDP growth, an expanding middle class and the
be serviced by independent MROs,” he says. “I also believe there is
desire to travel by more sophisticated means which has led to
a space in the market for light heavy maintenance, say A checks, C1,
growth in the region.”
C3 and Phase checks which should be brought back into the country.”
Burton added that “shocks to the industry have been short and
recovery has been fast over the past decade and while there were
interim downturns the trend has continued upwards. We have
been in a 15-year industry super-cycle and we do not expect this to
change over the long term.”
As an example he presented that in 2003 traffic in the region
declined by 5.1 percent due to SARS and that the International Air
Transport Association (IATA) has forecast it could fall by 8.2 percent
in 2020 due to the COVID-19 coronavirus. However, he forecast that
compound annual growth rates from 2019 — 2028 would reach 2.8
percent, compared to 2.92 percent in the previous decade.
On a positive note Burton said that Asia-Pacific MRO demand
in 2020 was US$24.6 billion and that this is expected to grow to
US$40.6 billion in 2029. But how do three major Australian MROs
see their chances of securing some of that growth?
Jonas Butautis is a founding investor and board member at Heston
MRO and was previously chairman at Lithuanian-based Magnetic
MRO. He says he set up Heston MRO because there is a need for
independent MROs in Australia to service the
growing numbers of overseas based airlines
There is Australia and there is Asia and it’s convenient to
flying into the country.
call it one market but there are very different dynamics
“Something is missing in the market here
and that is there is no major MRO player that
because Australia is a mature market and Asia is growing.
is independent of the airlines,” he says. “Airlines
JONAS BUTAUTIS. HESTON MRO
need a choice and OEMs need hands and
brains on the ground to do the work, which is
Other MRO opportunities on Heston’s radar include on- and
usually done by independent MROs in partnerships. There is Australia
off-wing engines, landing gear, batteries, emergency equipment,
and there is Asia and it’s convenient to call it one market but there
painting, engineering and full asset management services.
are very different dynamics because Australia is a mature market and
TAE Aerospace is a privately-owned company based in QueensAsia is growing.”
land with facilities in Australia, Malaysia and the US serving a mix
However he says the world is changing and there are opporof commercial and defence customers. In the commercial MRO field
tunities to develop independent MROs in Australia. Talking about
TAE offer expertise in engines, engine test cells and components,
what has changed he cites the shift to more technology-intensive
wheels and brakes, fire protection and electromechanical compoworkscopes, climbing labour costs and capacity shortages in
nents to customers including Qantas and Virgin Australia.
Asia, the growing market size in Australia and the current dollar
CEO Andrew Sanderson gave an insight into how Australasian
exchange rates.
MROs could improve their position in the global supply chain and
To capitalise on these opportunities he says that the focus needs to
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I think for this high investment, high
demand activity we have got to get better
at collaborating and not be focussed on
getting 100 percent of the benefits.

MICHAEL DORAN

ANDREW SANDERSON, TAE AEROSPACE

▲ Jonas Butautis says that MRO in Australia and Asia is not a single
market.
his key message was to focus on services where labour is not the
main cost and to seek collaborations with OEMs.
“Labour cost competitiveness is a big problem when labour makes
up 80 percent and materials 20 percent of the total cost,” he said.
“So if you are going to be dominated by the labour outcome you are
going to struggle in global competitiveness.”
The opportunities to reverse the decline lie in activities where labour cost is not such an issue, such as with engine MRO Sanderson
explained. “Engines are 20 percent labour, in some cases 10 percent
and 80 or 90 percent parts so labour competitiveness is not an issue
— you can almost give away your labour.”
Other opportunities lie in building clusters of expertise around
specialised MRO, such as components and focussing on parts that
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are too heavy to economically send overseas for MRO, like landing
gear assemblies and wheels. Conversely, he says smaller components can be shipped via airfreight in AOG situations, so this is not
a barrier to doing the work in-country.
“Australians are not necessarily great at collaborating and we want
to keep it for ourselves,” he says. “I think for this high-investment,
high-demand activity we have got to get better at collaborating
and not be focussed on getting 100 percent of the benefits. An ‘if
you build it they will come’ approach will not work and we need to
make changes to how business operates to be more open to sharing
investments, risks and benefits to get Australia back on the world
stage,” he concludes. “Re-entry to the MRO market brings risks and
costs, though with the changes forecast for the next 20 years we
have to start thinking about it now to reap benefits in the future.”
An excellent way to round out two days of talking about MRO was
to visit an MRO, the Qantas Engineering heavy maintenance base
at nearby Brisbane Airport. The facility, which employs around 600
staff, looks after the base maintenance for Qantas B737 and A330
aircraft and the A320 aircraft of Qantas subsidiary Jetstar.
Head of Base Maintenance Qantas Engineering Paul Crawford
hosted the visit and also spoke at the conference about the opportunities for third-party MRO work that he sees are emerging.
“Historically Qantas Engineering has not done a lot of that, however in the last three or four years we have started to branch out into
third-party opportunities,” he said. “We are seeing there is certainly a
desire for MRO services for airlines coming into Brisbane and we are
getting more enquiries from airlines from around the Asian market.”
One of the biggest constraints faced by Qantas is resource availability and it is not just from the skilled labour perspective Crawford
said. “So making sure we have a supply market that can meet the
demand and also from a technological perspective because there
are so many opportunities from new products coming onto the
market, notwithstanding what new technology aircraft mean for
maintenance operations.”
Rather than focus solely on labour rates, Crawford said the key metric airlines care about in heavy maintenance is how quickly the aircraft
can be turned around and put back into service and earning revenue.
“Turn time is absolutely a key differential and airlines are looking
at that as much, if not more than just a unit cost,” he explains. “If we
can turn a heavy maintenance check around in two or three days
or even up to a week less, that efficiency gain for an airline in profit
can far outweigh any unit cost differentials.” 

MRO INDIA

Partnerships are the way to go

LUFTHANSA TECHNIK (LHT) is not new to India. LHT is a former
partner of the GMR Group in Hyderabad, where they set up a US$20
million maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) facility. Lufthansa
Technik is one of the first international third-party providers for MRO
to come to India. “We knew back in 2005 aircraft numbers were
growing and that is why we set up the Indian subsidiary. We are
super happy about our decision. We are the only foreign MRO paying
taxes in India,” says Steinhoff. Until recently, an Indian company was
required to pay an 18 percent goods and services tax as compared
to the international norm of 5 percent.
Lufthansa Technik Services India provides component support
and maintenance services to airlines. “We’re involved in materials
management, spares provisioning, maintenance and layover material
planning, account management, customer services, and pool balancing,” said Steinhoff. From its service centre in Bengaluru, LHT provides
customers in the entire Asia-Pacific region with component support
and maintenance services for a growing number of aircraft types.
As LHT continues to grow its presence in the Asia-Pacific region and offer MRO services to its numerous regional customers,
the AOG service desk launched in February “will be closer to the
customer and offer more individual support by our regional, highly
trained AOG Desk officers,” he said. Regionally, distributing AOG
requests will allow the teams to have smaller customer sets and
better assessment of what is important for each customer. By
identifying customer request patterns and monitoring special local
requirements, they can better adapt to the customer’s needs and
curate a specialised customer experience, he explains.
This is the third AOG desk of LHT after Hamburg and Miami and
is a part of the company’s efforts to ensure faster response times,
be closer to customers and enhance its service offerings. India’s
geographical location ensures two shifts that can cater to multiple
time zones.
Steinhoff stresses that speed is needed to get components to the
customer airline because an AOG situation means cash going to
waste. “Within the first few hours of placing an order, we are ready
for dispatch in 90 percent of cases. We have a vast inventory and
service portfolios plus an excellent transport management system,”
he says. A big advantage is Lufthansa has more flights to India than
China which enables spares to reach India overnight “in the shortest possible time”. LHTs AOG desks worldwide get around 370,000
request of which 10 percent are in Asia.

LHT

The growth of the Asia-Pacific jet fleet has been rising and although the COVID-19 has thrown
the aviation world into chaos, Gerald Steinhoff, the senior vice president for sales in the AsiaPacific region at Lufthansa Technik, says a recently launched Aircraft on Ground (AOG) 24-hour
help desk in Bengaluru will make a real difference with speedy service reports Neelam Mathews.

▲ Gerald Steinhoff, senior vice president of sales in Asia-Pacific
Lufthansa Technik India.
“LHT is building on its core competence of material service
management of which AOG desk falls under,” explained Steinoff. In
Asia, the company has warehouses in Singapore, Hong Kong and
Bangalore that enable the fastest repairs for customers in the region.
While prices are important to be competitive, service is the new
mantra. “The customer wants ease of doing business, speed and
value,” Steinhoff says, adding there’s a reputation to maintain as his
company does business with “almost every major airline in Asia”.
Worldwide, the company handles over 4,000 aircraft. Recently a
12-year component support agreement for up to ten 787-9s was
signed with Tata- SIA Airlines Ltd-owned Vistara. The new contract
also contributes to consolidating Lufthansa Technik’s role as market
leader for 787 component services in Asia-Pacific.
LHT has also signed a contract with Philippine Airlines for a new
product it is trialling free of charge related to data analytics for quick
boarding. Steinoff says LHT would be willing to offer this gratis to an
interested Indian airline too. A major difference in this product from
competitors is that the ownership of the data lies with the airline.
“I see partnerships with airlines as very important to us. LHT
already deals with GoAir in Mumbai for components, IndiGo for
landing gears…We serve every model of aircraft from old to new including the 787, 350 and the 777X when it is launched,” Steinhoff said.
Steinhoff says doing business in the Indian market can be challenging as it is very competitive, price-sensitive and demands a
value-add attitude. But LHT has long-term plans to stay. “We are
looking beyond as there is potential for consultancy opportunities
for airlines to improve efficiencies and for line maintenance.” 
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ROLLS-ROYCE

REGIONAL AVIATION

And so to bed…
Rolls-Royce’s engine-test capacity and capability does not meet current
and future requirements when faced with an increasing test demand and
development of future engines. European correspondent Ian Goold looks
at the manufacturer’s plans for a testbed dedicated to developmental and
experimental testing.
A PLOT OF LAND in the English midlands city of Derby is becoming
host to altogether much greater horsepower than during its former
life as a company car park. The site will accommodate the world’s
largest indoor aero-engine test facility as Rolls-Royce prepares to
run its planned UltraFan demonstrator unit in 2021.
Following almost two years of work, by April the British engine
manufacturer is expected to have finished construction of the new
Testbed 80, and to be busy fitting internal technology ahead of
planned commissioning by the end of 2020, says the director of
development and experimental engineering, Gareth Hedicker.
By bringing together the latest in digital and physical testing
technology, Testbed 80 supports the Rolls-Royce vision for its
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proposed IntelligentEngine. In addition to designing, testing, and
maintaining engines “in the digital realm”, the vision sets out a
future in which engines are increasingly connected, starting from
their time on the testbed.
While capable of testing current units, including the Trent XWB,
1000 and 7000, it will be dedicated to developmental and experimental testing. “We’ve designed the testbed for the future. It can easily
be adapted to test electric forms of power and will also have a fuel
tank for sustainable aviation fuel,” Hedicker said.
Testbed 80, which is being built alongside current Testbeds 57 and
58, will support the company’s continuing “industrial transformation
and provide important additional capacity and flexibility to ‘deliver’

ENGINES

◀ Following almost two years of work, by April the British engine
manufacturer is expected to have finished construction of the new
Testbed 80, and to be busy fitting internal technology ahead of
planned commissioning by the end of 2020.
on a record order book,” says Rolls-Royce’s civil aerospace president
Chris Cholerton.
The new facility should be quieter than the existing testbeds,
according to US infrastructure group AECOM, which managed the
manufacturer’s application for local-government planning approval:
“Noise from the new testbed will be low, [being] designed to achieve
better acoustic performance than Testbed 57 or 58,” Hedicker said.
The project represents an investment of £90 million (US$104.4
million), part of a wider investment of US$174 million in Rolls-Royce’s
UK civil aerospace business and has secured 7,000 local jobs that
would have been lost had the company selected an offshore site. In
addition, the UltraFan demonstrator has received investment from
several sources, including the British government.
The facility will not increase capacity for production testing, which
otherwise can be supplemented by use of offshore sources. “We’re
building Testbed 80 for the future — it will give us important extra
capacity as we develop future technologies,” Hedicker tells Asian
Aviation. “Our testbeds in Derby are part of a global network of test
facilities that we run or have access to, whether wholly owned, joint
ventures, or working with partners — for example, [airline MRO]
Delta Tech Ops.” (As the world’s largest such unit, Testbed 80 will
overtake Delta’s engine cell in Atlanta, Georgia, currently the largest.)
Existing engine-test capacity and capability “fails to meet [the
manufacturer’s] current and future requirements when faced with
an increasing test demand and development of future engines”,
according to AECOM’s planning application. Testbed 80 will “add
capability and capacity to the Rolls-Royce test network”, while technical assessments demonstrate that no significant adverse impacts
in terms of noise, air quality, traffic and transport, flood risk, drainage
or ecology would be likely to result from the development.
The new testbed, on which work began two years ago, will “harness the latest digital technology to set conditions and obtain
evidence from a wide variety of activities, such as water ingestion
and endurance testing”. With an internal area of 7,500m2, the test
cell will be surrounded by concrete walls up to 1.7m thick to provide
protection against “new x-ray capabilities”, including in new test
equipment, which will be subject to “rigorous tests”.
Rolls-Royce has worked with partners “who have extensive experience in designing test cells” and visited and took advice from
companies with large test cells, says Hedicker. A major partner is
prime contractor MDS Aero Support, which oversees the project
and supplies all test systems, including aerodynamic and acoustic
elements, a thrust-measurement system, “adaptors” for current and
future engines, and mechanical and fluid-support systems, as well
as its nxDAS data-acquisition and controls system.
MDS claims to build the most advanced, one-of-a-kind gas-tur-

bine engine and engine-component test facilities with projects in
more than 20 countries, and clients that include Air France, General
Electric, Lockheed Martin, MTU, Pratt & Whitney, Siemens, Solar
Turbines, and Snecma Aircraft Engines.
Testbed 80 sports the U-shape of such indoor facilities, but “size,
wall thickness, and additional features (such as X-Ray technology)
are anything but standard, says MDS. At about 130m long, with the
main testbed cross-section of 15m x 15m”, the “gargantuan” facility
dwarfs current Testbeds 57 and 58.
The facility will also feature MDS’s next-generation test systems,
with new capabilities offered to accommodate engines of the future.
Using advanced digital technology as well as X-ray capabilities, the
facility will be capable of conducting endurance trials and water
ingestion, among other tests.
MDS says that as engine-test facilities increase in size, aero-acoustic research is paramount, leading the company to conduct extensive
scale-model research since 2016 with the National Research Council
of Canada (NRC). A close relationship has “enabled highly complex
solutions to be vetted and tested in NRC’s state-of-the-art facilities
— a critical part of the initial planning and proposal process for what
is the largest project in MDS’s history.
The Testbed 80 deal followed almost two years of preliminary work
and collaboration after MDS and NRC began to address technical
concerns in aeroacoustics. Research with a scale model to investigate
the causes and effects of various engine and testbed configurations
led to a reconfigured model in 2017 that, with “significant” advances in
the research, contributed to MDS’s winning the Rolls-Royce contract.
MDS says that NRC’s expertise in development, experimental
testing, and analysis helped it reach crucial conclusions in the
design of Testbed 80. “The reduction in time and the cost savings
realised by working with the NRC enhanced MDS’s position when
bidding for the project.”
Continuously increasing engine mass-flow rates means test-cell
design becomes critical to a facility’s operational integrity, says MDS.
“Managing the immense amount of air flow through and around the
engine is important since [it] is a direct contributor to infrasound
— low-frequency noise that can have a detrimental effect on the
integrity of the building [and] employees in close proximity.”
A major milestone was reached last August with the installation
of 12 eight-tonne “augmenter” tube pieces, which direct exhaust gas
and testbed bypass air to the 37.5m.-tall exhaust stack. Rolls-Royce
has used specialist equipment to absorb vibrations and [to] silence
noise, meaning “you could stand just outside the testbed door and
not hear or feel a thing.”
Because the UltraFan demonstrator’s larger fan diameter will
require greater mass flow, Testbed 80 has been designed “to improve the aerodynamic performance of the bed, which will deliver
an undisturbed flow of air to the engine. The design [also] focuses
on removing energy from the exhaust, which ensures the testbed
runs silently — important as we run a 24hr operation at Derby,” concludes Hedicker. 
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WOMEN IN AVIATION

Indian
aviation
rock
stars
Asian Aviation contributor
Shelley Vishwajeet profiles the
women at the forefront of the
aviation revolution underway in
India. Theirs is a story of grit,
determination and the drive to
succeed against the odds.
THE INDIA OF THE 21ST CENTURY remains a land of contrasts.
A considerable portion of the country is still stuck in the past where
women barely venture out of the home. Female participation in
the workforce, at 25 percent, remains below the desires of an aspirational nation that wants to see itself as a global leader in many
spheres. The participation of women at top levels in business and
the government remains even lower.
But in aviation, India does punch above its weight. The country
has the highest ratio of women pilots in the world and now women
are also leading from the front. The changes began in the early 1990s
when the aviation sector was opened up to private companies. The
new opportunities saw women joining the aviation workforce in
large numbers, although in the beginning the increase was largely
confined to roles such as cabin crew. With time and the expansion
of the industry, more women are now sitting in the C-suites and
starting their own companies.
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Kanika Tekriwal
FOUNDER OF JETSETGO
Tekriwal is a path-breaking entrepreneur.
JetSetGo, the company she founded in
2014 with just US$100 in her pocket, is
now India’s largest and most successful
plane aggregator that operates, manages, and flies planes for owners. JetSetGo
has earned the popular nickname “Uber
of Indian Skies” for its disruptive yet
highly win-win business model. She has
totally redefined the way private jets are rented and utilised in India.
Tekriwal, a cancer survivor at a young college age, is a relentless
pursuer of hope and positivity and actually credits cancer for her
second inning as a path-breaking aviation entrepreneur. She did
face much gender-based inequality during her journey but she never
let that get in the way of her dreams. “I quickly came to realise that
to reach the same position that a man held, I would have to work
10 times harder than he did, simply because of unrealistic gender
stereotypes or implicit biases.”
Accolades for her mould-breaking achievements have been many.
She was chosen as one of the 100 most inspirational women in the
world by the BBC, recognised by Forbes Asia as one of the 30 under
30 leading entrepreneurs in Asia and CNN’S 20 Under 40. As her
career unfolded, she saw the frustration suffered by many customers
with regard to chartering planes and helicopters. The industry was
clouded by charter brokers and operators who were more interested
in their commissions than satisfying their customers. The absence of
technology in the private aviation industry led to a lack of transparency and astronomical prices. The demand for “something better”
was the spark that led her to create “a professional and comprehensive technology driven charter service providing a variety of aircrafts
with a transparent pricing system”. JetSetGo is a direct result of the
desire to solve this problem.

Radha Bhatia
CHAIRPERSON, BIRD GROUP;
PRESIDENT, WOMEN IN
AVIATION INTERNATIONAL, INDIA
Radha Bhatia is the ‘Grand Duchess’ of
Indian aviation. The estimated US$300
million plus Bird Group, which she heads
and built with her husband Vinay Bhatia
over the last 45 years, when reservations
were still done via telex and seats were
allotted upon arrival of planes in handwritten notes, is a pioneer in aviation services specialising in ground
handling, customer management, ticketing, cargo, and baggage management. The company also provides chartered aircraft, infrastructure
for private jets and helicopters, and, since last year, maintenance, repair,
and overhaul services.

WOMEN IN AVIATION

Bird Group today is by far India’s largest ground handling company
providing services at New Delhi, Mumbai, Cochin, Goa, Ahmedabad,
Bangalore, Hyderabad and Gaya airport. A big break for the group
came in 1994, as India opened up aviation for private players, when
it set up Amadeus India in partnership with Amadeus for selling
airline tickets across the Indian subcontinent. Today Bird Group’s
core verticals includes travel technology, aviation services, hospitality, retail and education.
Bhatia, who started her career as a schoolteacher, retains the
passion for teaching and empowerment of girls. She is also the force
behind The Bird Academy, an IATA and DGCA approved travel and
aviation institute formed in 1998. Since its inception, the institute
has trained and created a pool of more than 20,000 professionals
for the aviation and hospitality sector.
Bhatia has also been instrumental in setting up India’s first and
only centre for skill development called the Aviation Multi Skill
Development Centre in Chandigarh to provide education in eight
aviation job roles with hands-on training in real airport environments.
As head of Women in Aviation International in India, she has inspired
more than 3,000 girls across 30 cities in 18 states to build a career
in aviation sector. “Catch them young” is what Bhatia says to inspire
girls to take up aviation.

Dr Shefali Juneja
INDIA’S CURRENT AND FIRST
FEMALE REPRESENTATIVE
TO ICAO
Coming from the prestigious Indian
Revenue Service prior to taking up a
position at the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), Juneja was
serving as joint secretary in the Ministry
of Civil Aviation for the government of
India. Acknowledging her fine understanding of the aviation sector and her passion for aviation, the government thought it fit to make her India’s first woman representative
to the ICAO Council.
A great advocate of gender parity, Dr Juneja believes that there
is certainly a need for grooming more women for top jobs while
encouraging gender sensitive recruitment. “Organisations need to
aim for a better ratio of men-women in the workforce at each level,”
she says. She also calls women at the top to support more woman
climbing the career ladder while help breaking the glass ceiling.
She is very optimistic of the new wave of changes in India at every
level. “India is beset with a revolution as far as the changing role of
woman in society is concerned. Though, it is still evolving but more
and more women are breaking the glass ceilings,” she points out.
“As we hear of girls scoring better than boys in Class X or XII results,
support from family and acceptability of society increases. And today
more and more women are aiming for the top, not being content
in playing supportive roles. In the coming decade, I see dynamics

changing and definitely many more leadership roles for woman in
the aviation sector too.”

Deepa Chadha
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT —
HUMAN RESOURCES &
CORPORATE AFFAIR AT VISTARA
Deepa Chadha currently serves as senior vice president for human resources
and corporate affairs at India’s Vistara
airline. She has 20 years of leadership
experience working across sectors of the
people function in telecoms, software,
e-commerce and airline industries.
She believes that Indian corporates have come a long way in ensure greater gender parity in the workforce but it is still an ongoing
challenge that many organisations have to face. Providing the support system to enable this is a continuous process that starts from
encouraging women to enter the workplace and to help them grow.
“To be gender-neutral is about equality, so the interventions must
be looked at as just ways of ensuring the welfare of all employees
and not just one section of the entire base. Then, regular upskilling
and training helps create a level playing field, which is an extremely
important area for women to feel equal. The process also includes
having a healthy mix of genders at each of the levels and to some
extent, incentivising this,” she says. “At Vistara, creating an inclusive
environment has been a key focus area from the very beginning for
us. Going beyond HR practices, building the right culture has been
a top priority.”
“It’s important to contemplate some of the questions on how
women feel in an organisation. Are they able to feel part of the club
that has more men or only men? Do they feel free in voicing what
they feel? Are women in boardrooms comfortable in objecting to
ideas? That’s the kind of conscious effort that’s needed here. But like
I said, it’s a journey — workplaces are not there yet, but hopefully
will be,” Chadha says.

Santosh Chand
HEAD — CUSTOMER HAPPINESS,
AIRASIA INDIA
Chand is an Indian Institute of Management Calcutta alumnus in strategic management, with a decade and
a half experience in managing in-flight
operations, learning and development,
quality assurance, customer experience
and transformation projects. Chand has
an exemplary record in pioneering customer experience functions at AirAsia India and has successfully
integrated the same end-to-end functions within her organisation.
Chand is motivated by new and complex challenges and is pas-
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sionate about bringing transformation through team synergies. She
says she thrives on agility, continuous learning and self-motivation.
For her work in AirAsia India, she was recognised with the “Women in
Business Leadership Award’’ by ET NOW Star of the Industry Awards.
She believes that there is now a sufficient amount of gender diversity at starting levels, however, the system should ensure sufficient
women candidates are developed and evaluated for leadership roles
to give a more even representation at subsequent levels.
“A workplace which is conducive and encourages women to work
at all life stages will facilitate women rising to top and not obstruct
their career after marriage, kids or other family/societal commitments,”
she says.
Her voyage so far has been full of challenges. “Aviation is a segment
which is constantly changing and progressing with a speed faster than
ever before. Such a work environment naturally helps one learn agility
to function better. I consider women are the most powerful beings on
this planet, so we all must realise our potential."

Anjali Chatterjee
HEAD PEOPLE & CULTURE
AT AIRASIA INDIA
Chatterjee is a global talent management and development professional
with 30-plus years of experience across
hospitality, service, manufacturing and
telecom. Her key focus at AirAsia India
is to facilitate the creation and deployment of effective people strategy in line
with business strategy. She strongly believes that organisations with robust talent management and development strategies enable stronger business outcomes by having
talent that is better than the competition.
Chatterjee believes that corporate India is undergoing a highly
positive transformation with regard to diversity in leadership and sees
more and more opportunities for women to serve in top leadership
roles, now that corporations are seeing the benefits of having a diverse
workforce and leadership. She points out that promoting gender diversity calls for cross skilling and a robust process of developing high
potential employees which will give more traction. “Great things never
come from comfort zones” is Chatterjee’s success mantra.

Rashmi Soni
VICE PRESIDENT & HEAD —
CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS
AT VISTARA
A Stanford certified project manager,
Rashmi Soni over the past 20 years has
worked in leadership roles with top multinational technology brands such as
Aricent, Adobe, Ericsson, leading strategic communications, media engage-
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ment, marketing communication, investor relations, sustainability
and CSR verticals.
Currently a vice president and head of corporate communications
with Vistara airline, Soni is responsible for formulating and executing the organisation’s ambitious communication and sustainability
strategy to garner a holistic mindshare for the brand. She says that
just like in all other industries, women have also broken all stereotypes in aviation and have emerged as confident and accomplished
leaders. She feels organisations have to make sustained efforts to
further this ascent and there are multiple ways to accomplish this.
“To begin with, preparing women employees for leadership roles
with structured training and development programmes and exposing
them to various cross-functional taskforces for strategic projects is
a good way to go about it.
“Trusting women with greater responsibilities will help boost their
confidence,” Soni adds, which will further help build credibility while
providing opportunities for lateral movement within the organisation
are some of the other effective ways.”

Manima Baruah
GENERAL MANAGER, HR AND
QUALITY AT JANUS AVIATION
Popularly known as the “Queen of
Northeast Airports”, aviation runs in
Baruah’s blood being a daughter of an
ex-Indian Air Force officer. She was one
of the early woman entrants in airport
operations, and certainly among the
first from the distant northeast region of
India when the sector had just opened
up. She subsequently worked with major airlines and aviation service
providers over the years. The long years of being in the midst of all
the grind has made Baruah a hard-core aviation professional and a
mentor to hundreds of students.
A momentary setback in her career came when Kingfisher Airline
collapsed. Out of a job for a few months, she took time to reinvent
and re-charge herself and shifted roles to bounce back. Baruah
feels that aviation is a very welcoming industry for women while
opportunities and potential for women are huge, be it conventional
fields like pilot or cabin crew or the non-conventional verticals like
ground operations, administration and commercial. She points out
that there is a need for more aviation-oriented career institutes for
young people who want to join the industry. Baruah would like women to look beyond traditional roles and explore other opportunities
within the large and expanding aviation sector.
Her success mantra is simple: “Dream big and aim higher, work
hard and the workplace becomes exciting.” To maintain a work-life
balance, this is her advice: “It is imperative for women to discover
and implement ways to set a steady equilibrium between the home
front and work. For this, one must keep physical and mental fitness
on the top-most platter of life’s priorities.” 
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KEISHI NUKINA

The rise of LCCs in Japan
With Japanese people having been used to outstanding customer service,
the idea of low-cost carriers did not seem appealing at first. However, the
barriers have been overcome and the fleet of Japanese low-cost carriers has
grown from zero in 2011 to about 70 aircraft across four different airlines at
the beginning of 2020. Keishi Nukina looks at the industry’s development.
COMPARED TO EUROPE AND SOUTHEAST ASIA, where lowcost carriers like Ryanair and AirAsia have been disrupting the
travel industry for years, it was not until 2012 that similar airlines
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appeared in Japan. The late entry was caused by a number of
reasons. Besides restricted slot availability and expensive landing
fees at the most desirable airports, there was a cultural barrier as

LOW-COST CARRIERS

◀ AirAsia Japan exited the Japanese market in 2013 only to return a
year later with a new partnership.
well. The new Japanese LCCs helped changed domestic travel
where Japan’s legacy carriers and bullet trains were considered
expensive. As an example, currently, airlines like Peach and Jetstar
Japan offer one-way tickets between Tokyo and Osaka for as little
as US$40. Prior to their launch, and even today, tickets on legacy
carriers on the same route cost two to three times as much, and
train tickets cost about US$150.
While Skymark Airlines, which launched operations in 1998,
marketed itself as a low-cost carrier, it operated and still operates
using a hybrid model. Japan’s first exposure to the pure low-cost
model was in 2007 when the now-bankrupt Viva Macau launched
flights from Macau to Narita and Jetstar Airways launched flights
from Australia to Osaka Kansai and Nagoya Centrair. Low-cost
carriers from South Korea, Malaysia, and China followed in the
next couple of years. The big break, though, came in 2011 when
the upcoming launches of three new Japanese low-cost airlines
were announced one after another.
On 10 February 2011, ANA Holdings and First Eastern Investment
Group formed a partnership, A&F Aviation. Four days later, the new
company announced that it signed a letter of intent to lease 10
A320s from General Aviation Capital Services (GECAS). Later that
year, the company was renamed Peach Aviation, a name reflecting
“our mission of becoming a completely new type of airline that links
destinations in Japan and Japan with Asia” according to Shinichi
Inoue, the airline’s CEO. On 7 July 2011, the airline was granted its air
operator’s certificate (AOC), and with that, the foundation of what
would be Japan’s first real low-cost carrier were set.
Later that year, two of the world’s largest low-cost carriers, Jetstar
and AirAsia, announced their entry into Japan as well. With Japanese
law allowing foreign entities to only hold up to a third of an airline,
AirAsia (49 percent) partnered with ANA (51 percent) to form AirAsia
Japan on 31 August 2011. Less than a week later, on 5 September
2011, Jetstar Japan, a joint venture between Jetstar, Japan Airlines,
and Mitsubishi Corporation, each owning a third of the new airline,
was formed. Before Jetstar Japan launched flights, half of Mitsubishi’s stock was transferred to Century Tokyo Leasing Corporation.
With formalities out of the way and preparations done, Peach
operated its inaugural flights from its Osaka Kansai base to Sapporo
and Fukuoka, on 1 March 2012. Shortly thereafter, on 8 May 2012, the
airline operated its inaugural international flight, from Osaka Kansai
to Seoul. The inaugural flights of Jetstar Japan and AirAsia Japan,
both based at Tokyo Narita airport, followed one after another on 3
July 2012, and 1 August 2012, respectively.
Since then, Jetstar Japan has continued to grow steadily to become the only airline with hubs in all three major Japanese metropolitan areas (Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya). In the fiscal year ended
June 2019, the airline transported 5.52 million passengers and made
US$9.84 million in operating profit using a fleet of 25 A320-200s.

AirAsia Japan, on the other hand, did not enjoy nearly as much
success. With its performance not meeting AirAsia’s expectations,
the Malaysian company exited the partnership in June 2013, and the
airline became a fully owned subsidiary of ANA. It continued operating until 26 October 2013, after which ANA renamed Vanilla Air
and restarted operations under the new brand a few weeks later.
After a brief hiatus, the Malaysian low-cost giant returned to
Japan in 2014. Rather than partnering with one of the local airlines,
it decided to join forces with Octave Japan (19 percent), Rakuten
(18 percent), Noevir Holdings (9 percent), and Alpen (5 percent).
It also decided to base the new airline in less-competitive Nagoya
rather than Tokyo. The new AirAsia Japan originally planned to start
operations in summer 2015, however, it was not until October 2015
that it was granted its AOC. Several postponements later, the airline
launched its inaugural route, Nagoya — Sapporo, on 29 October
2017. Later, in 2019, it added its first international route, Nagoya —
Taipei, and second domestic route, Nagoya — Sendai. It operates
those routes using a fleet of three A320-200s.
With ANA at the helm, Vanilla Air has grown its fleet to 15 A320200s used on a network of primarily domestic flights out of Tokyo
Narita. Seeing no benefits in continuing to grow two separate lowcost subsidiaries, on 22 March 2018, ANA announced that it would
integrate the smaller Vanilla Air into the better-known Peach. The
merger was completed on 1 November 2019, and with that, Peach
has become by far the largest low-cost carrier in Japan.
Today, ANA Holdings owns 77.9 percent of the company, First
East Investment Group owns 7 percent, and the remaining 15.1 percent is owned by Japan Investment Corporation, a public-private
partnership between the Japanese government and several major
Japanese corporations. The airline operates 34 A320-200s on nearly
40 domestic and international routes mostly out of its original Osaka
Kansai hub and its Tokyo Narita hub which it took over from Vanilla
Air. It has also established smaller hubs at Naha airport in Okinawa
and Sendai airport in the Tohoku region.
In addition, Spring Airlines Japan has been carving out its niche
in the market since 2014. Initially only operating a very limited number of domestic routes, the airline launched Japan — China routes
in 2016 as well. Currently, it operates six Boeing 737-800 aircraft.
With both domestic and international short-haul routes being
well-covered by this point, some of the four active Japanese lowcost airlines are starting to set their sights on destinations further
afield. In 2018, Peach converted two of its A320neo orders into
A321LRs to “launch our medium-haul LCC business in 2020, while
further promoting our business growth,” said Inoue. In the same year,
Jetstar’s parent Qantas placed an order for 18 A321LRs. It plans to
assign three of those to Jetstar Japan, opening up the potential for
the airline to launch routes to Southeast Asia.
Japan Airlines has decided to increase its exposure to the LCC
market beyond its partnership with Qantas by establishing ZIPAIR
Tokyo, but the COVID-19 pandemic and the closing of borders
may mean the LCC is forced to delay its planned launch in May.
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Visions of growth
Brisbane Airport is gearing up to launch operations on its new runway in July,
but further route development and passenger growth is on hold in the current
crisis. Emma Kelly looks at the project and the airport’s hopes for the future.
WHEN BRISBANE AIRPORT OPENS its new runway for business
on 12 July it will mark the end of an eight-year construction period
and one of the most extensive airport infrastructure projects in
Australia’s history.
The new runway — measuring 3.3km long and 60m wide with
12km of associated taxiways — will double the airport’s current capacity, allowing it to handle more than 100 aircraft movements per
hour. It is set to deliver the most efficient runway system in Australia
and one of the best in the world, on a par with the major international
aviation hubs of Singapore and Hong Kong when it reaches capacity,
according to Brisbane Airport Corporation (BAC).
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The timing isn’t optimal, of course, with the COVID-19 coronavirus
situation forcing airlines to slash services and travel bans resulting
in a drastic reduction in passenger traffic. While the airport’s dreams
of route and service expansion to new points in Asia and North
America have been stalled for the immediate future, the long-term
growth vision remains.
“What we do know is that the coronavirus will pass and airlines
and travel will return. Our growth strategy and focus on route development remain and we are focussed on opportunities as Brisbane,
Australia and global markets recover,” said Leonie Vandeven, the
head of corporate communications at the airport.

AIRPORTS

◀ The new runway — measuring 3.3km long and 60m wide with
12km of associated taxiways — will double the airport’s current
capacity, allowing it to handle more than 100 aircraft movements
per hour.
This isn’t the first hurdle the A$1.1 billion (US$922 million) project
has had to overcome. The new runway project was launched in
2005 with the start of the lengthy planning and approval process,
but was put on hold in 2009 during the global financial crisis and
subsequent fall in passenger traffic. Construction finally started in
2012 with site preparation and reclamation work. This phase alone
took five years to complete due to the poor quality of the soil which
had to be prepared in order to support construction work and required three years to settle.
At the same time, BAC endured a lengthy dispute with airlines
over increased charges in order to pay for the new runway.
The airport is on the home stretch to opening the new runway,
however, with all lights — 2,200 of them — having been installed
and being tested and commissioned as this issue of Asian Aviation
went to press. The runway is set to have the first 100 percent LED
Category 1 lighting system in the Southern Hemisphere, allowing
each light to be monitored and controlled individually, maximising
maintenance efficiency.
The laying of asphalt — some 100,000 tonnes of aircraft-grade
material — is complete and line marking was under way and set for
completion within weeks as this issue closed for press, with more
than 6,780 litres of paint to be used for the runway and taxiways.
Commissioning of systems will be completed over the next few
months prior to the runway opening.
When the runway is open for business on 12 July all north/west
landing and departures will start from day one rather than having a
phased implementation, says the airport.
Prior to the latest crisis to hit the airline industry, the need for
greater capacity at the airport was clear, with Brisbane recording
the strongest international and domestic passenger growth of all
the major Australian gateways in 2019, pushing total passenger
throughput up by 2.1 percent and past 24.1 million for the first time.
International passenger traffic climbed by 266,182 to more than
6.3 million passengers for the calendar year 2019, with a 2.2 percent
year-on-year increase in international seats, while domestic passenger traffic increased by 1.3 percent to more than 17.7 million — its
strongest domestic growth since 2016 and the greatest growth by
any of the four major Australian airports.
The year saw route and service developments by a number of
carriers, including Thai AirAsia X launching a three times a week
service between Brisbane and Bangkok and later upgrading the
service with Airbus A330-900neos; Singapore Airlines upgrading to
two-class Airbus A350-900s on two out of four daily Brisbane-Singapore services; Solomon Airlines commencing a weekly direct
service to Munda; Royal Brunei launching four times weekly services
to Bandar Seri Begawan; and EVA air introducing a Boeing 787-10

on Taipei-Brisbane services. The airport finished the year with 29
international airline partners.
The airport’s largest international growth markets by volume in
2019 were New Zealand, China (excluding Hong Kong) and the
United States, with an additional 36,000 New Zealand passengers
and an additional 20,800 Chinese passengers, while US passengers
were up by an additional 17,700 passengers, according to the airport.
Prior to the COVID-19 crisis, the airport was forecasting an average passenger growth of 4-6 percent in international traffic over
the next few years.
Just months later, however, the picture is a very different one,
with services at Brisbane hit hard by travel bans and cutbacks as
a result of the coronavirus. “It is unclear as to the full impacts of
coronavirus this quarter,” said Vandeven. “Between February and
June, BNE knows of at least 562 inbound flights that will not be
operated, mostly from mainland China and Hong Kong,” it says.
This equates to the loss of an estimated 150,000 inbound seats
and a potential 90,000 inbound international visitors from China/
Hong Kong to Brisbane.
An early casualty is Qantas’s new services between Brisbane and
North America, which were seen as a real coup for the Queensland airport when they were announced last year. Qantas already
operates to Los Angeles from Brisbane, but in February, the airline
launched direct three times weekly services between Brisbane
and San Francisco, with plans to add Brisbane-Chicago services
in April, marking the first direct services between Australia and
Chicago. Qantas has since announced, however, that San Francisco
services are suspended, while the Chicago launch has been pushed
to September.
North America had long been seen as underserved from Brisbane, with considerable pent-up demand. The US visitor market
is currently the fourth largest for the airport in terms of passenger
numbers, with 185,000 US passengers travelling through the airport
in 2019. The direct services, operated by Boeing 787-900 Dreamliners, would save passengers four hours travel time compared to
the alternative one-stop options. BAC is keen to add further North
American connections, firstly a direct connection to Dallas in the
medium term and longer-term links with Seattle, as well as a direct
service to South America. Earlier this year, the airport appointed
marketing agencies in North America to boost its business from
that continent.
As well as additional services to North America, the airport has
expansion in the Asia-Pacific clearly in its sights, especially India.
Delhi is the airport’s largest unserved route, with a potential 73,000
two-way passengers. The airport has been working to secure a
direct Indian service for some time and remains hopeful this can
be achieved within two years. “Brisbane and the Gold Coast are becoming increasingly popular with the Indian market,” said Vandeven.
BAC is also keen to unlock second-tier Chinese cities, as well as
reinstating direct Beijing services. As well as India and China, Ho Chi
Minh City and Jakarta are at the top of the airport’s priority list. 
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ICAO tightens up
CORSIA choices
When the aviation industry in 2016 adopted the Carbon Offsetting and
Reduction Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA), the sector’s trade
representatives hailed it as a way to improve aviation’s carbon footprint.
Detractors said it was a licence to pollute. Matt Driskill reviews the latest
move by the UN to tighten the programme’s options.
IN MID-MARCH, the International Civil Aviation Organisation
(ICAO) voted to impose restrictions on the types of projects airlines could invest in to offset their carbon emissions. The move is
important because the industry has been squarely in the crosshairs
of environmental activists because it contributes at least 2 percent
to the world’s total carbon emissions. Critics of CORSIA believe
the plan is flawed because offsets have not been shown to actually
curb pollution and because CORSIA is voluntary in its initial stages.
The vote by ICAO excludes offset projects begun before 2016 and
specifies six programmes for CORSIA’s beginning phase from 2021
to 2023. The programmes are:
— American Carbon Registry
— China GHG Voluntary Emission Reduction Program
— Clean Development Mechanism
— Climate Action Reserve
— The Gold Standard
— Verified Carbon Standard
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Developing countries had been hoping older programmes would
still be allowed because there is a glut of carbon credits available
for those schemes.
The wildcard facing the industry and climate change activists is
the COVID-19 coronavirus that has killed almost 40,000 by endMarch and has forced the entire global aviation industry to lay off
thousands of employees, cut international and domestic capacity
and put on hold the delivery of new airplanes.
“Coronavirus/COVID-19 is a global crisis that has hit public health
and the world’s airlines are facing real economic and structural
threats,” said Annie Petsonk, international counsel for the Environmental Defence Fund, “but UN climate action is not one of them.
That’s because there will be plenty of high-quality credits available
to help airlines meet their carbon limits in CORSIA’s initial years —
and because CORSIA includes provisions, thanks to ICAO foresight,
that give airlines flexibility to deal with the COVID-19 crisis without
sacrificing climate protection.

ENVIRONMENT

“For the sake of the world, communities, companies, and countries, we hope the COVID-19 crisis passes swiftly,” she added. “If
it does, and if air travel rebounds sharply in the ensuing years,
confronting airlines with higher-than-expected offset obligations,
CORSIA includes a provision that would allow airlines to calculate
their offset obligations for the years 2021, 2022, and 2023 based
on their 2020 emissions, rather than their emissions in those
high-rebound years.”
The new rules will “dramatically reduce supply” available to
airlines in CORSIA, said David Antonioli, chief executive officer
of Washington-based Verra, which manages the Verified Carbon
Standard, the biggest program for voluntary carbon credits globally.
The 2016 cutoff will probably exclude about 90 percent of projects
listed on Verra’s database, and meeting demand is “probably going
to take investment in new projects,” Antonioli said.
ICAO Council President Salvatore Sciacchitano said the new
rules “will ensure that CORSIA is both practical and robust and
represents an important environmental milestone.”
“CORSIA remains on track and we’re encouraged that this latest
council progress will bring clarity to the requirements to be placed
on airlines,” stressed ICAO Secretary General Fang Liu. “ICAO will
continue its efforts to drive further CORSIA progress and prepare
our member states for its pilot phase through the assistance, capacity-building, and training for CORSIA currently being conducted
through our ACT-CORSIA programme.” 

ICAO ADOPTS NEW ENGINE STANDARD
The ICAO Council adopted a new standard designed to reduce
civil aviation impacts on local air quality and human health.
Applicable to engine designs of rated thrust greater than 26.7
kN, the new non-volatile Particulate Matter (nvPM) mass and
number engine emission standard will govern both new and
in-production engines from 2023 onwards.
“The council’s adoption of this important standard was made
simpler by the fact that ICAO’s 193 member states have been in
unanimous agreement on its scope and relevance,” said ICAO
Council President Salvatore Sciacchitano. “It demonstrates
important sectoral leadership with the completion of the full
suite of environmental technology standards for subsonic
aircraft engines, and it will also ensure that only the latest and
most effective nvPM reduction technologies are employed in
post-2023 aircraft engine designs.”
Contained in Volume II to Annex 16 of the Chicago Convention
(Environmental Protection), the new nvPM standard’s
development was supported by a comprehensive cost-benefit
analysis that took into account its technical feasibility, economic
reasonableness, environmental benefits, and interdependencies
with other environmental factors.
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THE NEW FLAGSHIP
HAS ARRIVED
Live life to the fullest in our new flagship, the Gulfstream G700™.
The G700 features the tallest, widest and longest cabin in the industry, plus all-new,
high-thrust Rolls-Royce engines and the award-winning Symmetry Flight Deck™.

